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ABSTRACT: 
This paper considers the issues in advising, supervising and presenting graduate level work in the creative and performing 
arts in general, and music performance in particular. It outlines the qualities needed in the mentoring team in the 
monitoring of folio presentations and their place in the graduate school spectrum. Though some of the examples are in the 
context of a specific discipline in a particular institution, readers will be able to relate to the problems and to translate the 
proposed solutions to a more general context. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One of the significant challenges facing postgraduate programs that include creative practice folio submission is the 
balance of creative and academic process in both supervision and assessment. Within the AIM Master of Music course 
the unit design (Major Study, Seminar, Research Methodologies and Research Project) is focused on developing both 
creative and academic skills – the goal being that students can articulate clearly what it is that they do and contextualise 
this practice within their field. Concurring with Nelson‟s notion that curriculum design can involve “strategies for engaging 
with a range of ideas alongside practice”, and “At masters level, a project-based approach might allow each student to 
develop her own practice while a taught component might address a number of matters to develop the practitioner-
researcher” [6], supervision is a broad and tailored learning process for the individual student.   
While the context of this paper is music education, the ideas apply to many fields where there are assessments for 
admission, aptitude or performance based on interviews, ratings and so on, where there is a danger that issues such as 
validity and reliability may not be as carefully monitored as with traditional pencil and paper examinations or theses and 
dissertations. So too the graduate attributes for the institution and the learning outcomes for the course (and the unit of 
study within the course) need to be kept aligned with the assessment framework. 
GRADUATE ATTRIBUTES – LEARNING OUTCOMES – ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 
Folio assessment is reasonably well-known at the undergraduate level [5] and at the postgraduate level in relation to the 
recognition of prior experience [7], but its role in graduate level development practice seems to be less appreciated.  Yet 
the role of graduate folio development and assessment has a particularly valuable place in graduate study in the 
performing and creative arts, which bring academe and industry together in a particularly interactive manner.  An (admit-
tedly) oversimplified view of this can be schematically represented to show the place of the folio presentation in graduate 
education relative to research (which results in a thesis or dissertation), or practice-based development (which results in a 
report ) [13]. 
Figure 1: The place of folio presentations in the graduate spectrum 
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The spectrum of requirements at Levels 8 and 9 of the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) [1] permits a variety of 
teaching and learning approaches, but there can be difficulties of ignorance and prejudice among external examiners: 
ignorance of the details in the AQF and prejudice about anything different from the hurdles they had to leap when they 
were graduate students. 
THE CONTEXT 
The Graduate Studies program at AIM is focused on exploring the cyclical relationships between ideas, theory and creative 
practice (practice-led research, research-led practice) [11] in an inter-disciplinary musical environment (classical, jazz, 
contemporary, electronic, film, games and so on).  Thus, the unit of study, Graduate Major Study 1, involves the 
investigation and development of a student‟s area of creative practice. A plan to provide support for Major Study objectives 
is individually tailored in consultation with the appropriate Head of Department. Depending upon the student‟s area of 
study, this support may consist of auditing classes for specific skill development such as master-classes, performance 
studies, concert practice, ensemble, program seminars, arranging, orchestration, music production, music technology, and 
so on, or may entail access to studios and specific equipment or instruments. 
The folio presentation can be a useful interactive method of adult learning and teaching [12] if there is frequent interaction 
(micro-monitoring as distinct from micro-managing) between supervisor(s) and candidates to build on the professional 
expertise of both. This can both reflect and capture the unique features of this form of adult interaction between the 
relevant industry and academe. This is a cyclic process, often with four or five cycles, until the product is ready for final 
assessment. 
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Within the Major Study unit, (where folio submission is a summative assessment, see appendix i Major Study Extended 
Unit Outline – M5MS1 EUO) 18 hours of supervision may be spread among up to three supervisors to address 
compositional, production, and/or documentation aspects. Synthesis and reflective practice are paramount to the folio 
submission [9]. Although the report that accompanies the folio is limited in word count (1000) and assessment percentage 
(10%), this documentation is vital for the assessment panel to ascertain the contribution (and merit therein) of the student 
(appendix ii – folio and report marking calculator and assessment guide). Here Practice as Research [6] and Practice-Led 
Research [11] outcomes are ancillary to artistic skill development. The work itself does not necessarily need to evidence 
the research and multi faceted disciplines/processes that have contributed to its creation (especially in a musical 
production sense), it is the documentation where these academic aspects can be realised. The work itself is not devoid of 
such evidence, but aesthetic coherence is of greater focus. 
SUPERVISION 
Graduate education is structured around the transmission and creation of knowledge at the highest level. Graduate 
students depend on supervisors (advisers) to assist them in gaining access to intellectual resources, which support their 
graduate work.  This assumes that these supervisors know about the relevant resources.  Accordingly there is a minimum 
skill set which should be present in an advisory or supervisory team of principal supervisor (PS) and co-supervisors (CS). 
The latter might be getting their „training wheels‟ in graduate student research supervision, but the former should be an 
experienced supervisor (even if from a different field) with a track record of successful supervision [10]. Their respective 
roles can be clarified with the aid of the skill-set in Table1. 
Table 1: Complementary skills sets among supervisors 
Basic skills PS CS 
Awareness of institutional guidelines and rules for graduate study   
Understanding of mentoring and advising in a collegial environment   
Ability to Interact in a professional, encouraging and civil manner   
Experience in successful graduate supervision   
Current activity in the field through research or public performance   
Experience in research degree examination   
Ability to plan timelines and monitor progress   
Ability to be demanding of student and self in making and meeting appointments   
Ability to ask questions and help the candidate develop critical depth   
Responsibility for 
o who is responsible (when necessary) for 
  fostering research efforts? 
  encouraging scholarship? 
  seeking graduate students? 
  monitoring the quality of supervision? 
  strengthening the nexus between graduate education and research? 
  managing research grant and scholarship applications? 
 
o  what review mechanisms are there in place (where appropriate) for 
 seminars? 
 internal reports? 
 publications? 
 citation indices? 
 registers? 
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LEARNING 
The work involved in the development of the folio embodies such adult learning processes [9] as peer- and self-
assessment [2] combined with reflective learning [9].  While many of the ideas of a folio are well structured in 
undergraduate music education, and we have learnt from them, there are some aspects which are peculiar to 
postgraduate education because of the maturity of the participants and their experience of the field.  
The Major Study folio is nestled within a program where the interplay of department, supervisor and peer feedback 
supports the student in the conception and creation of their work (Figure 1: Ecology of AIM Graduate Study). The pre-
semester proposal (see appendix iii) is the start of the Graduate Studies life cycle. Not only a component of the application 
process, it also serves as a guide for the allocation of supervision and, after 3 weeks of supervision, morphs into two 
separate and detailed proposals for Major Study and Research Project. These revised proposals are assessed within the 
seminar unit (40% of the mark). Supervisor input and feed-back from marking within the seminar unit ensures that the 
project is both suitable for graduate level study and achievable within one semester. This week 3 Major Study proposal 
outlines the creative work to be carried out within the semester, how it will be done, and the objectives associated with the 
work. These objectives become the “brief” (in relation to the learning outcomes – see appendix I: EUO) that are discussed 
in the folio report and considered by examiners (a panel of three) when assessing the project (see appendix II).  
 
Figure 2: Ecology of AIM Graduate Study 
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the connections within this „ecology 
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ASSESSMENT 
As in higher education in general the assessment should be seen as integral to the learning rather than as a barrier to 
further progress. This is even more important in the folio preparation so that not only is the product both faithful to the 
standards of the student‟s field and the expectations of graduate-level work, but also fair to the student as an emerging 
practitioner-learner [4]. There has to be an evolving interactive symbiosis between the process and the product. It is a 
learning process for the student (and the supervisor too), which results in a mutually developed product. 
Presentation of work in progress in the seminar is an important event where students receive feedback from both 
department and peers. Peer learning activities, feedback and assessment are particularly important when considering the 
popular music aesthetics of contemporary folio submissions [5], and sharing ideas and work in the seminar with fellow 
musicians facilitates valued feedback from contemporaries in the field (both departmental and student). The culmination of 
feedback from department, supervisor and peer throughout the semester informs the folio work from inception to 
submission, integrating the student into a cohort of creative practitioners in the traditionally solitary world of postgraduate 
work. 
A challenge in assessing a creative folio is how much focus should be put to the process, and how much to the finished 
product. Creativity by its very nature cannot be quantified in purely intellectual terms [3]. Most academics are able to 
deconstruct (criticise) creative work, but have difficulty in assembling it. This makes the assessment of a student‟s creative 
folio particularly challenging. In order for a folio to be assessed fairly, the assessment criteria need to be carefully set out 
at the beginning, and the amount of formative and summative feedback that will happen needs to be clearly established. 
When assessing music in particular, one must be very aware of whether they are assessing the “parts” (the process) or 
the “whole” (the product) [15].  
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Figure 4: Assessment stages 
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CONCLUSION 
This paper has not attempted to consider the selection process of students for this mode of graduate presentation.  Clearly 
previous evidence of performance looms large among admission criteria in practice-based graduate study.  These criteria 
are also in turn inevitably related to the mission of a particular institution and the learning outcomes of a specific course 
[15].  
Furthermore, what is applicable in the creative and performing arts has ramifications for a wider field - whereever there is 
a danger that uncontrolled subjectivity can be part of the assessment process. While there is really no such beast as a 
totally objective assessment task, the basic tenets mentioned previously - that assessment should be faithful to the 
standards of the field but fair to the students in so far as they are students - need to be sustained in a manner which is 
transparent to the examiners and the examinees [8]. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the pioneering work on graduate folio presentations by Dr Gregory White, previously an 
Associate Dean at AIM, and currently Dean of Postgraduate Studies within SAE International. 
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APPENDIX II 
Folio and report Marking Calculator and Assessment Guide 
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Unit Name: Major Study  
Unit Code: M5MS1-4 (Folio) 
 
FOLIO  
 
Creative Folio 
Description 
The M5MS1-4 folio requirements are: 
· a total of 15-30 minutes (or equivalent see EUO) of professional quality major work suitable for 
broadcast or live performance: 
o in any style, with any number of pieces (with no requirement for them to be related) 
o employing a variety of appropriate composition and production techniques 
o creating a clear sense of shape, structure and coherency in the music 
o any score-based submissions must have a high quality recording or MIDI mockup 
o professional production & presentation 
· audio file(s) in WAV format 
· Lead Sheet/Lyric Sheet /Cue Sheet/Graphic Score in PDF format 
o a score or lead sheet (lyrics/melody/chords/structure) as appropriate 
o or an annotated graphic score that gives information about the musical content and structure 
o film submissions must have a standard cue sheet and musician release forms. 
· a full Credit List in PDF format (see Delivery Requirements below); 
· Readme (see Delivery Requirements below); 
· Any total submission above or below duration requirements must be approved in writing by the Head 
of Program by MON of week 9. 
 
Creativity requires self-motivation and disciplined practice. Although it will not directly affect your final mark 
(which is entirely based on the work submitted), you are required to present work-in-progress in supervision 
sessions each week so as to: 
· demonstrate steady progress 
· receive targeted feedback from your teacher 
· benefit from the cumulative nature of creative work 
· develop time-management skills 
 
Failure to present work regularly is a sign of difficulty with the unit concepts and/or study workload, and the 
student must explain their difficulties to the Head of Program who will discuss options to remedy the 
situation. 
 
Work cannot be presented for assessment in this unit that has previously presented for: 
(i) assessment in another unit; or (ii) audition into an AIM course. 
 
Assessment Criteria 
· 10% meeting the Assessment Delivery Requirements / Delivery Method outlined below: 
o follow AIM Style Guide for written submissions; 
o files - filenames/types (incl. zip), all required files present (incl. credit list, read_me); 
· 35% professionalism: fulfilling the unit brief: 
o see ‘Unit Description’ & ‘Learning Outcomes’ above; 
o CMP1-2 – also see the weekly class notes; 
o CMP3-6 – also see ‘Assessment Description’ above; 
o audio top+tailed with suitable headroom; 
o meaningful/playable scores (notation/graphic) if applicable; 
o time management & presentation; 
· 35% technique: musical & production skills: 
o technical achievements demonstrated in realising the brief; 
o includes both musical technique & production technique; 
· 20% creativity: originality, inventiveness & imagination: 
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Please refer to Section 5 of the AIM Student Handbook for details regarding policies on Assessment, 
Examinations, Grading, Late Penalties and Student Conduct. 
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APPENDIX III Pre Semester Proposal 
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